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Meet Intuit Booth

Deliver quiet with Booth

Intuit Booth turns the concept on its head -
not simply providing a compact space to make 
a private call but offering an inviting and 
spacious environment. One where you can 
take advantage of cutting-edge acoustics, 
customization options, and our hallmark 
intuitive design.

You might even say it feels bigger on the 
inside!



Meet Intuit Booth

More Space
Booth’s trapezoid shape is especially designed 
to feel spacious. It enables you to choose 
different positions. Its wide glass panels help 
you feel part of your wider surroundings, 
without being disturbed by them.
More Silence
Booth is full of acoustic touches that make 
your experience so much more inviting. The 
inventive shape stops sound from bouncing 
back and forth inside and creating annoying 
echoes. We’ve added acoustic glass, sound-
absorbing interior and exterior panels, and 
clever sound-absorbing upholstery.



Meet Intuit Booth

More Intuition
Booth invites you to work in a way that, well, 
works. However, you feel comfortable, whatever 
vantage point you need to focus on, you can 
create. The ergonomic perch rocks and rotates. 
You can even wheel it around easily. It’s a 
phone booth that fits seamlessly into your 
office space and culture.
More Ambience
Whatever works for you, Booth’s adjustable 
lighting helps you create the perfect 
environment. Along with an unobtrusive 
ventilation system, and a soft-closing door, 
we’ve created a gentle space to help you focus.



Meet Intuit Booth

General
Structure: plywood
Cover
Inside: acoustic felt and acoustic fire-
resistant fabric
Outside: soft upholstered panels covered 
with fire-resistant fabric

Flat packed in the transport box
Installation time 1 to 1,5 hours, including 
unboxing

Optional
Bar height perch, 360 swivel and rocking

On wheels

Acoustics

Absorption Attenuation Low tone Mid tone High tone



Technical data - configurations

Power

Mains supply: 230V, 50Hz, max 10A

Consumption when in use: 10W up 

to 130W (at full vent and 

max lightning)

Internal fuse: C10, RCD 30mA

Output

Table socket: 230V, 50Hz, max 8A

Optional: USB charger type A and C, 

max 5A

Lighting unit

Power usage: 24-49W

Input: 230V / 50-60Hz

Lumen output: 1200-8000 lumen

Colour temperature: 3000/4000K

Colour rendering index: >80

Dimmer: Yes

Ventilation unit

Airflow rate when occupied: 40l/s

Works max when occupied.

Airflow rate stand-by mode, after 5 
mins no occupancy: 27l/s
Power usage: Max 2W; input 12VDC

Installed

Width: 145 cm | 105 cm

Height: 230 cm

Depth: 118 cm

Packaged (1 palletized crate)

Length: 240 cm

Height: 146 cm

Width: 80 cm

299 kg | m2

419 kg | Booth

470 kg | Packaged

Wheels

⌀ (D) 60 mm

W 40 mm

Non-marking and non-staining



Dimensions



Components - Outside

The standard outside shell -
exterior wall panels and interior 
on the ceiling panel - is available 
in certified acoustic and fire-
retardant felt

Full Intuit House Fabric Collection available on request



Components - Inside

The standard inside wall panel 
cover is available in certified 
acoustic and fire-retardant 
material



Components - Floor Cover

The standard floor cover is 
available in 2 colors in a 
fishbone pattern.



Components - Frame

Frame is available in painted 
plywood, only in black.



Components - Door

The door handle is magnetic, 
available in black.

The hydraulic hinges by 
Colcom make the door closing
constant and controlled.
Available in black.



Components – Glass

The door and back tempered 
glass panel are of 8 mm 
profile, equipped with certified 
acoustic foil.



Components – Shelf

The shelf in black high-
pressure laminate.
Matte, fingerprint-resistant, 
highly resistant to scratches 
and heat.



Components – Electrification

Mains power outlet
230V, 50Hz, max 8A.
Available for

NL| DE | LUX BE| FR UK AUS CH CN

USB chargers (type A and C)
on request.



Components – Lighting

Integrated LED light

Power usage: 24-49W

Input: 230V / 50-60Hz

Lumen output: 1200-8000 lumen

Colour temperature: 3000/4000K

Colour rendering index: >80

Dimmer: Yes



Components – Ventilation

Air circulation there is an 
integrated ventilation.

Airflow rate:

- when occupied 40l/s max

- stand-by mode, after 5 mins no 
occupancy 27l/s
- power usage max 2W; input 
12VDC



Components – Power connection

You can choose where to 
connect the power supply: at the 
bottom or on top.

The power inlet is situated 
behind the external acoustic 
panel



Components - Wheels

The Booth can be moved on 4 
wheels underneath. Floor 
adjusters are integrated for 
levelling.



Components - Orientation

Available only right handed.



Acoustics

Peace and quiet inside
Up to 31.1 db sound reduction, a 
conversation is turned into 
indistinguishable whisper.

Acoustic principles
max absorption on the outside
max attenuation on the inside

High performer on all frequencies, 
especially speech frequencies
low tones
mid tones
high tones

- Exterior: upholstered foam and acoustic felt
- Interior: acoustic fabric cover
- Glass with acoustic foil

* Results of official measurement



Post-pandemic, employees are 
seeking more private environments

Current 
work 

environment

Ideal 
post-pandemic 
future

Totally open 20%

Mostly open 16%

Somewhat open 32%

Mostly shared 9%

Mostly private 14%

Totally private 9%

32%

Totally open 11%

Mostly open 17%

Somewhat open 20%

Mostly shared 8%

Mostly private 21%

Totally private 23%

52%

Source: U.S Workplace Survey Winter 2021



Office work 2022

Concentration

Social interaction

Collaboration
Learning

Recovery

Concentration



Office work 2022

Concentration

Learning

Social interaction

Collaboration

Recovery

Independent work for analysis, ideating, exploring, 
planning

Acquiring new knowledge and skills, sharing and joint 
development of ideas

The way ideas take root in an organization and people 
build trust

Collaboration with others for content creation and 
development of ideas

Moments to yourself to step out of the work routine and 
recover the mental and physical balance



Office environment

< 2020

Efficiency
2022 >

Experience



It’s time to upgrade 
the office experience…

The traditional office 
as we knew it

People in 
search for 

versatile 
breakout 

spaces

keywords: social interaction, collaboration, concentration, recreation
function: team spirit, sense of belonging, organisation culture

keywords: effectiveness, ergonomics
function: execution, meetings



Let the workers intuitively 
choose the space



Thank You!

intuitoffice.com

intuit_office

Intuit Office

Intuit Office


